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This study evaluates the beginning efforts of the Georgia Division ofFamily and
Children Services in its operation of a program designed to divert selected case reports
from the full force of a child protective services investigation. The diversion program
represents a differential or alternative response to the rising number of reports of child
abuse and neglect and the growing public dissatisfaction with the performance of child
protective services. Because of the widespread variation in the nature of reports to child
protective services, it is now recognized that the use ofonly one method of responding
does not meet the needs ofevery case. The diversion program is Georgia’s attempt to
operationalize alternative responses in ways that are not over zealous, accusatory or
adversarial, but that will still ensure safety for its children.
To implement a less disruptive way to intervene when families need services, the
Georgia Division ofFamily and Children Services uses a systematic eclectic model
application from the ecological theoretical framework. This approach can be tailored
systematically to each family’s needs as the response depends on what is reported, the
level of severity, the willingness ofparents to accept help and the nature of community
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supports.
This study examines Georgia’s diversion concept and application, reports the results of a
case record review in nine selected counties and concludes with a brief narrative
outlining the implications for future social work practice.
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Background of the Issues
The child welfare system includes an array of services which is to promote the
well-being of children through insuring their safety, achieving permanency, and
strengthening their families to successfully care for them. Most children and their
families come to be known to the child welfare system due to a report of suspected child
abuse or neglect, sometimes known as child maltreatment. Federal law defines child
maltreatment as “serious harm (neglect, physical abuse, sexual abuse, and emotional
abuse or neglect) caused to children by parents or primary caregivers, such as extended
family members or babysitters.” Georgia Department ofHuman Resources, Division of
Family and Children Services. (2005.) Social Services Policy Manual, p.l. Child
maltreatment can also include harm that a caretaker allows to happen or does not prevent
from happening to a child. Some states authorize child protective services agencies to
respond to all reports of alleged child maltreatment, while other states authorize law
enforcement agencies to respond to certain types ofmaltreatment, such as sexual or
physical abuse. Typically, child welfare systems are responsible for the following:
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1. Receiving and investigating reports ofpossible child abuse and neglect
2. Providing services to families who need assistance in the protection and care of
their children
3. Arranging for children to live in foster care when they are not safe at home
4. Arranging for permanent adoptive homes or independent living services for
children leaving foster care
Child welfare services are delivered in the state ofGeorgia by county
Departments of Family and Children Services. These are agencies that are located in each
ofGeorgia’s one hundred and fifty nine counties. Services to families are funded
primarily by the federal government, however, the monies for service are matched by the
state according to various formulae depending upon the programs funded. Local county
governments also contribute a small degree ofmatching monies depending on the locality
and local political priorities.
In the 2004 Annual Report from the Fulton County Department ofFamily and
Children Services, Atlanta Georgia, the agency administrator outlined a formal
description of the agency’s mission and services. However the report also described the
agency’s focus on the family and its family centered approach. This approach is
described as primarily concerned with the importance, integrity, and diversity of the
family. The aim of the agency is to forge positive relationships with the families served.
The administrator is quoted as follows:
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The power of the family is far-reaching and has a lasting impact. Family is
where oarfirst life lessons are learned; traditions are established; identities
are formed; and self-image and self-confidence are developed. The eight stages
ofhuman development are described by Erik H. Erikson, a notedpsychologist.
In his conceptualframework, family is theprimary influence in our early
childhood development. Issues of trust, self-confidence, and initiative are
addressed and established within the circle offamily. For example, have you
ever seen a baby who does not cry or a toddler who does not venture out?
Equally important, have you worked with adults who have never learned to
trust or who have felt confident about themselves or their abilities. The key is
family. As we grow older, other institutions, such as school, places ofworship,
and civic organizations, begin to influence us. Howeverfamily and
our connections to it is the root of who we are and how we see ourselves. Beverly
Jones, Administrator, Fulton County Department of Family and Children Services
Annual Report, pg.l.
In the 2003 amendments to extend the federal Child Abuse Prevention and
Treatment Act (CAPTA), Congress passed the Keeping Children and Families Safe Act
of2003 (Public Law 108-36). In passing this law the federal government took steps to
address an issue covered in other, earlier CAPTA reauthorizations. That issue concerns
the rights ofparents accused ofchild maltreatment. In past reauthorizations, Congress (1)
protected parents’ rights to sue for malicious reporting of abuse/neglect by allowing
states to restrict reporter immunity to “good faith” reports ; (2) required prompt child
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protective services expungement of reports labeled unsubstantiated or false, for public
access or job screening purposes; (3) mandated a child protective services appellate
process for parents wishing to challenge a child protective services “ substantiation”
finding; and (4) gave judges the authority to release names of confidential “ reporters”
ofchild maltreatment upon finding that a knowingly false report was made.
Child welfare agencies are now struggling with how to best balance safety for
children for whom they are mandated to protect with a parents’ right to know various
information about the investigation. Intrusion into family life is sometimes necessary to
save lives and to protect children. However inappropriate intrusion is unethical, often
harmful and may be indeed illegal. Child protective services workers need to have other
options available to selectively respond to individual reports of child abuse and neglect.
This is just one of the factors at work in the move to making differential responses
to reports of child abuse and neglect. Some of the Georgia child welfare system’s current
responses to families who come to their attention are listed below. According to Georgia
Department ofHuman Resources, Division ofFamily and Children Services Protective
Services Data System Aimual Report 2004:
In calendar year 2004,101,563 reports of child abuse and neglect were
made to coimty Departments ofFamily and Children Services. DFCS screened
out or referred to other services 16,001 reports that did not meet the definition of
maltreatment. Data for the remaining 85,562 reports were entered into the
Protective Services Data System (PSDS) and used to compile this report.
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The Georgia General Assembly established a child abuse
information system in 1990. Each county Department of Family and
Children Services (DECS) enters information into the Protective Services
Data System which collects all relevant information except names of
perpetrators. PSDS provides the information for the annual report and for
the reporting required by Federal/State regulations, laws and program
expectations.
Reports. Reports ofmaltreatment are made to county
Departments ofFamily and Children Services. When a
report is made the department determines whether it
meets the criteria for an investigation: there is a child
under 18 years alleged to be mistreated by the parent or
caretaker. A copy of every report DECS receives is
immediately shared with local law enforcement, as
required by O.C.G.A. 19-7-5. In 2004,101,563
reports were made to county DFCS offices.
Investigated Reports. Reports that meet the criteria for
maltreatment are accepted for investigation. After the
circumstances are investigated, one of the following
dispositions is assigned to the report:
Substantiated, case remains open. A case is
substantiated when the preponderance of evidence
supports the allegations. Cases rated high risk or
moderate risk for recurring maltreatment
remains open for ongoing CPS services.
Substantiated, case closed. A preponderance of
evidence supports the allegations; however, the case
is low risk for further maltreatment. Referrals to
communities’ resources are made as available and
appropriate.
Unsubstantiated, case closed. There is either not a
preponderance of evidence or no evidence to support
the allegations, and the case is closed.
Unsubstantiated, case remains open. There is either
not a preponderance of evidence or no evidence to
support the allegations. The case remains open
because of court ordered CPS involvement. An
investigation may contain more than one alleged
incident ofmaltreatment and may involve more than
one child.
Screened-Out Reports. Reports that do not meet the
criteria for maltreatment are screened out or referred to
other resources. Reports that do not meet these basic
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criteria for an investigation are frequently referred to
local resources (e.g. mental health, court system, early
intervention and preventive programs) for assistance. In
2004,16,001 reports were screened-out. Georgia
Department ofHuman Resources, Division of Family and
Children Services Data System Annual Report 2004.
pp. 3-5.
Description of the Diversion Program
There is a now an additional, new component to child protective services
in Georgia’s nine largest counties. It is not a part of the annual child abuse and neglect
report compiled from the Georgia Protective Services Data System. It goes by the name
of diversion. The recently implemented diversion program represents a differential
response by the Department of Family and Children Services to reports of child abuse
and neglect. Differential response refers to the practice ofallowing for more than one
approach in the handling of child abuse and neglect reports. Reports of child abuse and
neglect have dramatically increased in the past several years. More than half of these
reports turn out to be unsubstantiated, thereby wasting much needed time and resources
which could have been better spent on more serious cases. This recent larger number of
cases has been described as a flood at the front gate, overloading and overwhelming the
child protective services agency staff. Administrators recognized a pressing need to
triage these cases and respond in different ways.
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Because best practice in the provision of child welfare services acknowledges that
more that one method of initially responding can be utilized, the Georgia Department of
Human Resources’ Division ofFamily and Children Services began the diversion
program in July 2004. This new approach is based on the realization that some cases
involving child protection do not necessarily require a formal investigation while still
allowing the agency to provide preventive services to families in need. The rationale for
this lies in the reality that families are all different and that their needs will present in
different ways. Please refer to Appendix A for a schematic representation of the Georgia
differential response.
The diversion approach recognizes that because of the endless variations in the
nature and scope of child abuse and neglect reports as well as in families, there can be
more than one method to employ in responding. This response is termed by various
names in different states and jurisdictions across the United States. Sometimes called
multiple tracks, dual track, multi-categorical or alternative responses, these are diversion
system approaches that represent a differential approach to child protective services
reports. These various responses to selected reports of child maltreatment all represent a
less intrusive approach than the traditional investigation process. According to the
National Child Welfare Resource Center for Family-Centered Practice, implementing a
differential response to child abuse and neglect reports requires a variety of changes in
policy and practice.
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In a 2001 report which summarizes the new practices in several pilot states,
MakingDifferential Response Work: Lessons Learned, Patricia Schene outlines some of
these necessary policy and practice changes. Some of the changes involve working with
the community in different ways, changing the track and type of services, enhancing
family and kinship involvement and training administrators, supervisors and line staff in
the new way of response to families.
Diversion, as it is known in Georgia, represents a new addition to the array of
services in the child welfare system. It has the potential for a major system reform.
Instead of going in with the full force of an investigation, child protection workers have
the option of tailoring their response to fit the individual needs of the family.
Purpose of the Diversion Program Evaluation
The diversion program as implemented in the nine largest Georgia counties was
examined in the spring of 2005. This paper represents a secondary analysis of the
findings of this examination. The diversion program was evaluated through a review of
case records in Fulton, DeKalb, Cobb, Clayton, Douglas, Cherokee, Gwinnett, Bibb and
Hall counties. Items examined included length of time opened in the diversion program,
diversion services received by selected conditions in the home, and a file review which
identified the risk factors present for subsequent substantiation of diversion cases. Some
of the conditions examined were substance abuse, domestic violence, delinquency and
low parental intelligence. These conditions were present, resulting in case
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categorizations of high, moderate and low risk levels. The review also examined whether
or not poverty or low income was present in the home.
This paper will explore some of the study findings, following a review of the current
literature on diversion and alternate response and will conclude with a discussion of
further practice implications for social workers in the field of child protective services.
CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This paper explores some of the factors at work in the Georgia Division of Family
and Children Services’ approach to cases diverted from child protective services
investigations. Other states that have undertaken similar initiatives in recent years are
also reviewed. The following is a discussion of study results from selected states.
States’ Program Approaches to Diversion
Missouri’s State Legislature passed SB595 ini994 that required the Department of
Social Services to test a new, more flexible response to reports of child abuse and
neglect. In designated county pilot areas, child protective services hotline reports were
screened into two categories: investigations and family assessments. Certain kinds of
incidents were legally defined as requiring an investigation because of their relative
severity and potential to involve criminal violations. This included all sexual abuse
reports. Other less severe reports could be sent to the family assessment track. The family
assessment was designed to be non-accusatory and supportive in nature, offering needed
services to families as soon as possible without the stigma or the delay of an investigation
process. In Missouri, one important element employed in the assessment track included
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the establishing of stronger ties to resources in the conununity to aid families and
children. Because the State Legislature assumed that the assessment alternative was to be
“cost neutral, no additional monies were appropriated to child protective services
agencies for family assessments as opposed to investigations. The legislature mandated
that the pilot sites selected for demonstrating this dual track approach, undergo a
thorough and independently conducted program evaluation. This program evaluation was
conducted by the Institute ofApplied Research. The Institute’s evaluation examined the
time periods both prior to the implementation and after the implementation. It compared
the pilot counties to the non-pilot counties as well. One of the major findings of the
evaluation was a determination that child safety was not compromised by the dual track
approach and was actually improved in some circumstances.
In a February 2004 report from the Institute ofApplied Research on Differential
Response in Missouri after five years, authors L. Anthony Loman and Gary Siegal briefly
describe the major outcomes as follows:
1. The percentage of reported incidents in which some action was taken increased.
2. Child safety was not compromised, and in some types of cases was improved.
3. In cases where child safety was threatened, children were made safer sooner.
4. Recurrence of child abuse and neglect reports decreased.
5. Removal of children from homes neither increased nor decreased.
6. Needed services were delivered more quickly.
7. There was greater utilization of community resources.
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8. Cooperation of families improved.
9. Families were more satisfied and felt more involved in decision- making.
10. Workers judged the family assessment approach to be more effective.
11. Community representatives preferred the family assessment approach
12. There was evidence that investigations were enhanced.
In an outcome evaluation of the Michigan Five Category System, researchers
found that child protective services investigations were done more effectively because
of the reduction in the number assigned to each worker. In 1999, the state of
Michigan instituted a five category disposition system for child abuse and neglect
cases. The system ranged from voluntary community services to court involvement.
These disposition categories determined what would happen following the
investigation/assessment process. The five categories are:
1. Courtpetition is required- preponderance of evidence of child abuse and
neglect is shown. This category usually involves criminal child abuse, need
for removal, or a family who refused to voluntarily participate in services.
2. Childprotective services are required- preponderance of evidence and a high
risk of future harm are shown. CPS must open a child protective services case,
provide services, and list the perpetrators in the state’s central registry.
3. Community services are needed- preponderance ofevidence of child abuse /
neglect is low or moderate and risk of future harm to the child is not indicated.
The agency must assist the family in receiving community-based services.
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If the family does not voluntarily participate, the agency may re-classify the case
into one of the two above named categories. The person who harmed the child
is not listed in the central registry unless he or she is not a household member who
caused the serious harm to the child.
4. Community services recommended- Some evidence of child maltreatment
exists. The agency must assist the family in voluntarily participating in
community-based services.
5. Services are not needed- No clear indication of abuse or neglect exists. This
category is also used when the Family Court declines to order the family’s
cooperation, and the family will not voluntarily cooperate with child
protective services, p. 35
In an outcome evaluation of the Mirmesota Alternative Response Program (2004),
the study authors acknowledge the writings ofDuncan Lindsey in his 1994 book. The
Welfare ofChildren. Lindsey describes how classic assessments of child protection
devote themselves to a system able to only provide services to the most severely abused
and neglected children. This approach, he writes, “demands that aid should be invoked
only after the family is in crisis. From this perspective the child welfare agency becomes
the site of triage, a battlefront hospital where causalities are sorted and only the most
severely woimded receive attention”. The problem with this approach, he contends, is
that” because the damage to children is so great by the time they enter the system, the
number who survive and benefit is minimal”.
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This residual approach in child protection is clearly understandable but,
according to Sheila Kammerman and Alfred Kahn, “it is not a sufficient societal
response to the needs of children. If the less critically maltreated children are not
identified and helped, their problems will become acute. We must not intervene
coercively with families where there is no statutory mandate to do so. Neither, however,
should we overlook people truly in need of services.” The Minnesota Alternative
Response Program (2004) attempts to find a way out of the dilemma described by
Lindsey, Kammerman and Kahn. The Institute ofApplied Research study authors found
this to be a system that represents the beginning of a new approach, one that emphasizes
intervening earlier, more intensively and in a non-threatening manner in less serious




This program evaluation is grounded in systematic eclecticism under the framework of
ecological systems theory. The ecological systems theory, according to Hepworth,
Rooney and Larson (2002), posits that individuals are engaged in constant transactions
with their environment and vwth other humans and that these various persons and systems
reciprocally influence each other. They further state that the satisfaction of human needs
and mastery of developmental tasks require adequate resources in the environment along
with positive transactions between persons and their environment.
It is often because people sometimes do not have access to society’s adequate
resources or the coping mechanisms to adjust, that referrals come in to the child welfare
system, specifically to child protective services hotlines. Because a differential response
to this need is now an option for agencies, it is possible for families to receive help in a
non-threatening manner. No longer will families automatically become subjects of a
child protective services investigation when there are problems with access to needed
resources or coping methods. A social work approach can now be tailored in a
systematic, eclectic way depending on the needs of the individual family.
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The first step in applying the ecological model in a systematic eclectic way to
families is in identifying the problem and determining the focus of the intervention. Child
welfare agencies in Georgia now have the opportunity to apply this systematic eclectic
approach which is grounded in the ecological systems theory.
Because the ecological systems perspective requires knowledge of the diverse
systems at work involved in interactions between persons and their environments, it is
essential that child protection workers and administrators be educated in the tenants and
operation ofthis theory. This is necessary in order to understand how and where to
intervene in the helping process. Ifchild welfare workers are knowledgeable of the
concept of the person in environment perspective, they can begin to move away from
only focusing on individual weaknesses and move toward a strengths based approach.
Two concepts central to the ecological systems model are those ofhabitat and
niche. Habitat refers to the places where people live- their physical and social settings
and the particular cultural contexts in \^dlich they operate. The following passage on the
nature ofhabitat from Hepworth, et.al. (2002) details the importance of this concept:
When habitats are rich in resources required for growth and
development, human beings tend to thrive. When habitats are deficient
in vital resources, physical, social and emotional development and
ongoing functioning may be adversely affected. For example, a substantial
body of research indicates that supportive social networks of friends,
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relatives, neighbors, work and church associates, and pets mitigate the
damaging effects ofpainful life stresses. By contrast, people with deficient
social networks may respond to life stresses by becoming severely
depressed, resorting to abuse ofdrugs or alcohol, engaging in violent
behavior, or coping in other dysfunctional ways.
The concept ofniche in the ecological systems theoretical model refers to the status and
roles ofpeople in relationship to their communities. This concept is further detailed in
Hepworth et al. (2002) as follows:
One of the tasks in the course ofhuman maturation is to find one’s
niche in society, which is essential to achieving self respect and a stable
sense of identity. Being able to locate one’s niche, however, presumes that
opportunities congruent with human needs exist in society. That
presumption may not be valid for members of society who lack equal
opportunities because of race, ethnicity, gender, poverty, age, disability,
sexual identity, and other like factors.
It is a function of social work and therefore ofchild welfare to promote the cause
of social justice. One of the ways to do this is to work toward expanding opportunities for
people to create appropriate niches for themselves. Another way to accomplish this goal
is to link individuals to appropriate resources in their environments, or to increase the
adaptive fit between persons and their environments. Social workers help people to
enhance their capacities to utilize resources as well as enhancing their abilities to cope
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with environmental stressors.
Families referred to child protective services are usually experiencing problems
with their habitat and/or their niche. In order to help resolve these problems, interventions
must be shaped and directed toward assessing the sources of the problems. Compton and
Galaway (1999) refer to a target system when describing people and problems thatmust
be influenced in order to reach problem solving goals. They distinguish between the
person and the problem and stress that these are two separate things. A misdirected focus
on the person only objectifies that person and diminishes respect for individuality, which
does not lead to a solution to the problem. A systems approach seeks to locate the overlap
between the person and the problem and then to find the most judicious intervention
choice. Hepworth et al. (2002) include the following in the definition of systems:
subsystems of the individual (biophysical, cognitive, emotional, behavioral,
motivational); interpersonal systems (parent- child, marital, family, kin, friends,
neighbors, cultural reference groups,, spiritual belief systems, and others in people’s
social networks); organizations, institutions, and communities; and the physical
environment (housing, neighborhood environment, buildings, other artificial creations,
water, and weather and climate).
Systematic eclecticism is not devoted to one particular mechanism with which to
intervene. Rather it refers to the process of selecting the best theoretical model among the
many practice approaches available. In applying the systematic eclecticism framework to
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the evaluation of the diversion program in Georgia, it was necessary to remember that this




The methodology utilized in this program evaluation consisted of a cross-sectional,
case specific analysis of a sample ofGeorgia’s diversion cases in the nine largest counties
(the G-9) that subsequently became substantiated cases for child abuse and or neglect.
The sample consisted of one hundred and thirty-two cases that were opened and
substantiated during the months of January, February and March 2005, also referred to as
the first quarter of the year 2005. During this period there were one thousand three
hundred and twenty cases (1,320) opened and substantiated for abuse or neglect after
previously receiving services under the diversion program. Therefore the sample of cases
read represented ten percent of all such cases. The sample was a systematic selection,
using every tenth case falling into the category. The sampling method was unbiased,
representative and a probability one. The sample was all inclusive from the population of
diversion cases that were subsequently substantiated only in the G-9 counties and
therefore may not generalize to the rest ofGeorgia’s one hundred and fifty nine counties.
Data Collection and Coding
The subsequently substantiated cases were selected from Georgia’s nine largest
counties, or the so called G-9 counties. They are Fulton, DeKalb, Cobb, Douglas, Bibb,
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Hall, Clayton, Gwinnett and Cherokee counties. Case records were reviewed by
supervisory and administrative staff during April 2005. A data collection instrument form
was completed by the reviewers on each case, which can be found in Appendices B and
C. The study looked at specified characteristics or factors inherent in the cases and sought
to learn if any of the noted characteristics were found in greater numbers in the cases that
were later substantiated. The data was extrapolated from the Georgia Department of
Family and Children Services Internal Data System and information was case specific to
diversion cases.
Since the study used a secondary method of data collection, the reliability is
dependent upon the accuracy and integrity of the information recorded in the case records
maintained by department case managers. This study was an exploratory one which
looked at the early stages of the diversion program and professional agency case records
were considered to be the best source of data, even though the data used was not
specifically maintained to document the effectiveness of the diversion program.
Data Analysis
There were thirteen factors noted in the reviews of the cases that were subsequently
re-referred for child abuse and neglect investigations. Of these thirteen factors, four were
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highly associated with substantiation, at rates ranging from 100% to 68.4%. They were
low intelligence quotient, substance abuse, teen parents and delinquent behavior. Four
factors were moderately associated with substantiation; at rates ranging from 62.6% to
60.7%. These moderate factors were dirty house/child, boyfiiend/girlfriend frequent
visitor, parenting issues and income/poverty. Five of the factors were less frequently
associated with cases which were subsequently substantiated. These factors were single
caretaker, disciplinary issues, mental health, domestic violence and medically fragile,
ranging from 57.7% down to a low of 20.0%. These formative conclusions will be further
delineated in the following chapter.
Also in this evaluation, the information gleaned from the Georgia Department of
Human Resources Division ofFamily and Children Service’s Internal Data System is
described for the various time periods under review. There is a tabulation of the total
number of diversion cases opened by month in the nine selected counties ranging from
July 2004 to December 2005. Also there are tables outlining the nine counties totals for
diversion cases and diversion cases resulting in child protective services investigations as
well as total diversion cases in the nine counties which resulted in substantiated child
protective services investigations in selected time periods. All of this information was
extracted from the Internal Data System referenced above.
The methodology can be further described as a preliminary partial program evaluation
of the operation of the diversion program in selected Georgia counties. It does not
constitute a comprehensive outcome evaluation. The fact that the risk factors that were
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examined in the case sample are not automated and required a record review will make
this study difficult to replicate. In addition, Georgia is now in the process of adopting the
use of a new risk assessment instrument which may or may not be utilized when the state




The results from the evaluation review of case files opened for diversion services, as
well as those cases that additionally were re-referred for a child protective services
investigation, are summarized in the following paragraphs.
Risk Factors for Subsequent Substantiation of Diversion Cases
In information from the one hundred and thirty two cases that had subsequent child
abuse or neglect substantiations, there were four risk factors present in high percentages
found in the cases. See Appendix D. Risk Factorsfor Subsequent Substantiation of
Diversion Cases.
When previously diverted cases resulted in child protective services referrals that
were subsequently substantiated, these cases were assigned a risk rating denoting either
low, moderate or high risk. Factors were gleaned from the record review which were
identified as being operational in the families whose cases were substantiated. The record
review used the classification as present in the home to indicate the identification of the
noted risk factors. These factors were then related to the risk ratings present at case
substantiation, findings that are merely described and not necessarily designated as being
contributing causes to the identified risk ratings. This is an area for further research.
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These four factors variously were the presence of low parental IQ, parental
substance abuse, teen parents and delinquent behavior. For those cases with low IQ
present, when re-referred for a child protective services investigation, there was a 100%
rate of substantiation. For those cases where parental substance abuse was present, when
re-referred for a child protective services investigation, there was an 80% rate of
substantiation. For those cases involving teen parents when re-referred for a child
protective services investigation, there was a 75% rate of substantiation. The fourth risk
factor present in cases that were subsequently substantiated was delinquent behavior, in
68.4% of the cases which were re-referred for child abuse and neglect investigation.
Factors that were moderately associated with substantiated cases of child abuse
and neglect when re-referred were the presence of a dirty house or child (62.5%),
boyfriend /girlfriend frequent visitor (63.2%), parenting issues (61.3%) and
income/poverty (60.7%). Factors found to have been less associated with cases which
were subsequently substantiated were single caretaker (57.7%), disciplinary issues
(55.6%), mental health (52.0%), domestic violence (47.1%) and medically fragile
(20.0%)
From this information, since it would appear that cases involving substance abuse, a
teenaged parent, delinquent behavior and lower parental intelligence are more likely to
be associated with higher rates of substantiation upon re-referral, those workers assigned
to diversion cases need to be prepared to specifically address these factors. Agencies can
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begin by training workers to more effectively engage these families while the cases are in
diversion status. This may mean that community capacities for providing services need to
be assessed and possibly enhanced and will be discussed in more detail in the concluding
chapter of this paper.
Data on diversion case in the selected nine counties (the G-9) was compiled by the
Division ofFamily and Children Services’ Internal Data System for the months of
October 2005 and December 2005.
Total Diversion Cases Opened by Month Selected Covmties December 2005
Table 1 displays the total numbers of diversion cases opened by month in selected
counties from July 2004 through December 2005. There were a total of 17,939 diversion
cases opened in the G-9 covmties. During the specified months, there were 709 diversion
cases opened in Bibb County, 341 diversion cases opened in Cherokee Coimty, 720
diversion cases opened in Clayton Coimty, 1,822 diversion cases opened in Cobb Coimty,
391 diversion cases opened in DeKalb County, 411 diversion cases opened in Douglas
County, 883 diversion cases opened in Fulton County, 855 diversion cases opened in
Gwinnett County and 825 diversion cases opened in Hall County.
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The next section looks at which of these diversion cases were subsequently
opened for child protective services investigations as well as which diversion cases were
opened and substantiated for child abuse and neglect.
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Table 1. Total Diversion Cases Opened byMonth Selected Counties December 2005
Total Diversion Cases Opened by Month ^
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Total Diversion Cases and Diversion Cases Resulting in CPS Investigations Selected
Counties December 2005
Table 2 is a tabulation of the total number ofdiversion cases 6,957, along with the
total number of diversion cases resulting in child protective services investigations 490 in
the nine selected counties. This is called the come back rate and shows the total number
of diversion cases resulting in child protective services investigations in the nine selected
counties (the G-9) as being 7.04 % of the total number of diversion cases. The




Table 2. Total Diversion Cases andDiversion Cases Resulting in CPS Investigations
Selected Counties December 2005
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For the month ofDecember 2005, Bibb County reported 709 total diversion cases. Of
these, 90 cases (12.69%) resulted in subsequent child protective services investigations.
Cherokee County reported 341 diversion cases, of these 33 (9.68%) resulted in child
protective services investigations. Clayton County reported 720 diversion cases, of these
44 (6.11%) resulted in child protective services investigations, Cobb County reported
1822 diversion cases, of these 81 (4.45%) resulted in child protective services
investigations. DeKalb County reported 391 diversion cases, of these 23 (5.68%) resulted
in child protective services investigations. Douglas County reported 411 diversion cases,
of these 22 (5.35%) resulted in child protective services investigations. Fulton Coimty
reported 855 diversion cases, of these 76 (8.61%) resulted in child protective services
investigations. Gwinnett County reported 856 diversion cases, of these 53 (6.20%)
resulted in child protective services investigations. Rounding out the G-9 counties, Hall
County reported 825 diversion cases, ofwhich 68 (8.24%) resulted in child protective
services investigations.
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Total Diversion Cases and Diversion Cases Resulting in CPS Substantiated Investigations
Selected Counties October 2005
Table 3 depicts the total number ofdiversion cases that resulted in CPS
substantiated investigations in the G-9 counties as 3.36 %, with a corresponding rate for
the state total at 3.34%.
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Table 3. Total Diversion Cases andDiversion Cases Resulting in CPS Substantiated
Investigations Selected Counties October 2005
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There were a total of 234 diversion cases resulting in substantiated child protective
services investigations in the G-9 counties for October 2005. Bibb County reported 709
diversion cases, of these 36 (5.36%) resulted in subsequently substantiated child
protective services investigations. Cherokee County reported 341 diversion cases, of
these 16 (4.69%) resulted in subsequently substantiated child protective services
investigations. Cobb County reported 1822 diversion cases, ofwhich 32 (1.76%) resulted
in subsequently substantiated child protective services investigations. DeKalb County
reported 391 diversion cases, ofwhich 19(2.56%) resulted in subsequently substantiated
child protective services investigations. Douglas Comity reported 411 diversion cases, of
which 7 (1.70%) resulted in subsequently substantiated child protective services
investigations. Fulton County reported 883 diversion cases, ofwhich 47 (5.32%) resulted
in subsequently substantiated child protective services investigations. Gwinnett County
reported 855 diversion cases, ofwhich 19 (2.22%) resulted in subsequently substantiated
child protective services investigations. Lastly, Hall County reported 825 diversion
cases, ofwhich 38 (4.61%) resulted in subsequently substantiated child protective
services investigations.
Further information will be compiled by the Georgia Department ofFamily and
Children Services in these G-9 counties in the coming months. Some of the questions to
be considered relate to what can be learned from the Georgia diversion experience to this
date. The state will be looking at the specific criteria that the G-9 counties apply to the
screening process resulting in a determination that a case should be placed in
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diversion status as opposed to being opened for a child protective services investigation.
From the results of this information, standard criteria for other counties to use may be
developed. The case screening and family assessment process will be examined as well as
an outline of the battery of services offered to families in diversion will be compiled. A
sampling of case scenarios used successfully in the selected nine coimties will be
prepared for dissemination for use in the other one hundred and fifty nine Georgia
counties in hopes that the best child welfare practices can become standardized in
Georgia.
CHAPTER SIX
IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE
An array ofautonomous social work roles and skills can be utilized when families
receive a differential response from child protection agencies. When cases are diverted
from the more adversarial investigatory track, child protection workers have more
opportunities to better employ the social work roles of advocate, mediator, educator,
consultant, covmselor or therapist. These roles can be systematically crafted to meet the
needs of individual families in culturally sensitive ways using more than one approach.
This points to the growing need for child welfare agencies to be staffed with
professionally trained social workers; a need that the state of Georgia has recently
recognized and is striving to achieve by the funding ofprofessional social work degrees
for its staff from federal Title fV-E funds for education and training.
This study of the diversion program, as implemented by the Georgia Division of
Family and Children Services G-9 county child protection agencies, raises a number of
issues for fiirther discussion and resolution. Ofparamount importance for the practice of
social work is the overarching issue ofmeasuring the effectiveness of the program. As
Smith elucidates (2002), in the field of social work there are several key considerations
related to completing cogent program evaluations of the social services. One in particular
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is the remaining issue of unresolved problems with measurement in social services
evaluations. Nevertheless, social service professionals need to maintain their
commitment to evaluation in social service programs.
This study describes risk factors operating in cases in nine selected Georgia counties
that were previously diverted from child protective services investigation and which
subsequently later became substantiated cases of child abuse or neglect. The results
outline thirteen risk factors and categorize them further into those risk factors present in
cases in high numbers, moderate numbers and in lower numbers. The study examines
those risk factors operating in both subsequently substantiated cases as well as in cases
that were re-referred but subsequently unsubstantiated. Further examination of those risk
factors found in cases which did not result in recurrence of reports could prove useful by
describing more fully the types of families best served by diversion.
An unstated but working assumption in this study is that the G-9 Georgia child
welfare case managers have resources at the ready to which their diversion families may
be referred. This cannot always be assumed to be true as there were no new resources
provided for diversion cases and no known plans for Georgia to provide them. Further
study may reveal that the positive effects of diversion are mitigated by case managers’
limited resources along with their unlimited caseload sizes. One way to maximize the
effectiveness of operating a diversion program is for Georgia to look at what variables or
risk factors are present at the time cases are first screened and only refer those
families where lowered risk is identified.
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Some questions that future evaluators of the Georgia Division ofFamily
and Children Service’s diversion program may also wish to consider are
the following:
1. Is the intervention occurring at the right point in time?
2. What happened to families before this new way of responding?
3. How are families selected for diversion or alternative response?
4. How are the federal goals of safety, permanency and well-being
being affected?
5. Does a less intrusive approach compromise the safety for the
child?
6. Which is more important- the integrity of the family or perceived
risk to the child?
7. Is the diversion plan a good one but improperly implemented?
8. Who selects which case reports to send to the diversion track?
9. What are the assessment skills that workers need to have?
10. How are staffs to be trained to deliver diversion services?
11. Will there be conflicts among staff as to which cases to select for
diversion?
12. Are the intervention theories appropriate?
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13. Is the amount of staff time imderestimated?
14. Has the need for diversion been clearly established?
15. Has the staff accepted that a differential, diversion response can be
an acceptable alternative to a child protective services
investigation?
16. How accepting is the community of the diversion response?
17. How cost effective is the differential response alternative?
The findings of the four high risk indicators pointing to substance abuse,
delinquency, teen parents, and low IQ as possible factors in subsequent substantiations
call for the need for stronger collaborations between Georgia state agencies and the
private sector to better deliver services to families diverted from child protective services
in the first place. In particular, there is a need for the Division ofFamily and Children
Services to partner closely with sister agencies such as Department ofHuman Resources,
the Division ofMental Health, Developmental Disabilities, and Addictive Diseases to
better serve those diversion families where low IQ or substance abuse is present. The
Division ofMental Health, Developmental Disabilities, and Addictive Diseases provides
treatment and support services to people with mental illnesses and addictive diseases,
with mental retardation and related developmental disabilities. The Georgia Department
of Juvenile Justice can be a partner to serve those families where delinquency is an
identified factor in diversion cases. The families ofGeorgia will be best served when all
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state agencies develop, nurture, and sustain clear communication protocols and
procedures to serve children and families at risk of child abuse and neglect.
The anticipation is that with the help of an ongoing process of examining
Georgia’s diversion program, the diversion program’s goals will become more fully
defined and developed. These goals can then be better outlined and described in
behaviorally specific and measurable terms. With the continuation and expansion of
diversion to other counties in Georgia, formal program evaluation should be employed as
an integral part of the program implementation. There portends to be a wealth ofdata to
mine in the coming months, with much to teach Department of Family and Children
Services program administrators about the effectiveness of alternative responses and
preventive services in the field of child protection as Georgia strives to professionalize its
child welfare staff.
Because the Georgia Department ofHuman Resources has demonstrated a strong
commitment to improving the services provided for Georgia’s families and children, it is
anticipated that the child protective services diversion program will soon be expanded
beyond the current nine largest county Departments of Family and Children Services.
The expansion of the diversion program fits well with the overarching goal of instituting
family centered practice in all of the divisions of the Georgia Department ofHuman
Resources. In turn, family centered practice fits well with social work principles and
values, ethics, respect for human dignity, diversity, individuality, the promotion of social
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and economic justice as well as societal support for populations at risk for discrimination






Diversion Case with Subsequent Substantiated CPS Investigation
nie Review Protocol
CHILDRENAND FAMILY INFORMATION
Cas«Nam« Forpetson listed under ease
Case 10 Male Female Age
ChlldfronI Namelsl Adefsl ChlldfrenI KameTsI AaeTsI1)Who waaAwere the child(ren) Kvlng wKh «(the time of the Diveralon?
Please select as many as apply: □ Mother □ Grandmother □ Relative
□ Father □ Grandfather □ Non-Relative
DIVERSIONCASE INFORMATION2)Whatwas the allegation In the refenal thaA led to a Diversion response?
Rfeasesefec<asnian/asapp7y;ya6uspeciedNeglect ^ □ Suspected Sexual Abuse
9 □Suspected Emotional Atxjse yO Suspected Physical Abuse
^ O Other ABoged Maltreatment (please specify)3)Whatwas the referral source? Please select asmany as applies:
I □ Custodial ParenVOuardlan fO NorvCustodial Parervt
A□ Other NorvMandated Person 9DRelgiousl.eader/StalT




y□ Afleged Maltreater ii O NeH^rbor/Ftiend
/ □ TANF (Sanction Related) ff. O School Personnel
t □ Professiotral Counselors/Social Workers




fj □ Law Enforoement/Court4)How many home visits were made during Diversion?5)Didwe take an interpreter to arty of the Diversion home visits?
□ Yes DNo
Pagelef3 CaselD# DateCompIeted
V^What safvlces did tha family receivewhile in Diversion status?
Please select asmany as apply:
/□FoodStamps JOTANF i □ChiWcareyD PUP Mental health ^ O Parenting
7 □ Substance abuses'D MoficaW/Peachcare ^ □ Public Housing I (>□ Court-provided
//□Law Enforcement-provided Other (please specify)
7) What other sources of income did the family have?
S) Was any of the following present in the home?
Please select asmany as apply:
/□ SubstanceAbuse/□ Mental Health DomesticViolence/^ Low I.Q.
j □ Teen Parents ?□ Parenting Issues yaoisdpGnaty Issues^ Delinquent Behavior
^ O Dirty housefCRity chid Issues /e □ Single Caretaker in Home
Y □ BoyfriendASicttriend/FrequentVisttor </ □ bwome/PovertyfSub-Standard Housing
/ □ MedicaRy FiaglleAJIsabled ChUdfren) □ Other, please specify
9)Whatwas the length of stay in Diversion status? Months
10) How experiencedwas the caseworkerwho handled the Diversion case?
« Educational attainment
D High School/OFtE □ BA/BS O MSW □ Other, please spedfy..
Years ofaeaeral work experience (not Child Welfare/Develoontent related)
• YeanmfChgdWelfanfCttUdDevelcpmentworkexperlence
11) Howwould you rate the qualify of the Diversion Intake process?
Please select themost appropriate response;
□ *Textboakr DPretlygood □Not our bestwork
(nothing missed) (one or two things missed) (several probtems/lhings missed)
12) Who partidpsted In the decisions to dose the Diversion case?
Please select as many as appty:
/□Ongoing case worker ^asupervlsor 3QOfrioe Administration
Y □ Child ^ □ Parent(s) £ □ Grandparents) y □ Siblings
^ □ Other rdaBves y □ OtherNon-RelaGves Lawyer
ff D Other, please specify -
Pe^2of3 CascID# Date Completed
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SUBSEQUENT CPS INVESTIGATfON
13)W\iX liM allosJLtton in th4 SUBEQUENT CPS r«f«rrat?
Please select 9S many as apply: /ONeglact 2 □ Sexual Abuse
^ □EtnoGonal Abuse y'O Physical Abuse
^ □ Other Maltreatment (please soedlvl
14) Whatwas the retarral source? Please select as many as apply:
I □ C«Jstodtal ParenVOuanlian /□ Non-Custodial Parent
P- □ Other NotvMandated Person . ^□ ReCgkxis Leader/StafT
$ □ Physidan, Oendst, Nurse, etc. /< □ Day Care Center
y O Alleged Mdtreater ^ O Nelghbor/FrferKl
^ □ TANF (Sanctiort Related) □ School Persormel
( □ Professional Counseiors/SocialWotkdS







// □ Law Enforcement/Court
15) What form of maltreatmentwas substantiated?
Please select asmany as apply: i □ Negled ^ □ Sexual Abuse
y O Emotion^ AbuseY □ Physicd Abuse
^ □ Other Maltreabnenl (please specify)
\b yH) Was the subsequent CPS investigatton opened within 10 days of the Dhrersirm casedosing?
□ YES □NO
if you answered IIQ to question 16 (above), howwould you rate the cpiatity of the
subsequent CPS intake process?
Please select the most appropriate response:
□ ‘Textbook’ □Preltygood □ Not our bestwork
(nothing missed) (one orWmflilngsmissed) (several problems/lhings missed)




J □ CPS Case Closed
yO Placement Case Closed
Page3af3 CaseWif_ Date Cetnpleted
APPENDIX C
Diversion Case with Subsequent Unsubstantiated CPS Investigation
R/e KeWewProtoco/
CHiLDRENAND FAMILY INFORMATION
Case Name Porperson listedundercasa name:
Case ID Male Female Aqe -
Childfreni Namefsi Aflefs) Childfreni Namefsi Aaefsi1)WhowuAtrere the chtl<l(re«} living wtth at th« lime ofUm DiVKvIon?
Ptets9s^wi»sm3ay»sappty: □Mother DCmndmolher ORelativo
□ Father □ Grandfather □ Non-Reiative
blVBRSIONCASE tNPORMATlON
2)Whatwas the'allegation in the referral that led to aDiversion response?
Ple^st s«/esias mM>y»s apply: /□ Suspected Neglect JiO Susp^ded Sexual Abuse
J □ Suspected Emotional Abuse f O Suspected Physical Abuse
^ □OtherAllegedMaltreatment (ple^ specify)







// □ Law EnforcemenVCourt
S) Didwe take ah Interpreter to'any of the Diversion home visits?
□ Yes ONo
Page 1 of 3 Case ID < DateCompleted
/ □ Custodiai ParenVOuanfian f□ Non-Custodial Parent
Z □Other Non4tandated Person ^ □ Religious Leader/StatT
j □Phycldan.DontteLNurce.otc. i» □ Day Care Center
tf □ Afleged MaRreater ^ □ Neighbor/Friend
TANF (Sanction Related) |y.Xl School Personnel
f □ Professlortel CounselorsiSocialWorkers
^ □OHR Stair (Not TANF Sanction Related)
4) Mowmany home visitsweremade durino Diversion?
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6) What services did the famUy receive while in Diversion status?
Please select asmany as tLppfy:
/□FoodStans>s «? aTANF J □ChiWcarofQ PUP Mental health Parenting
y □ Substance abuse i^Medicald/Peachcare PubQcHousing Court-provided
II □ Law Enforcement-provided /> □ Other (please specify)
7) What other sources of income did the family have?
8) Was any of the following present In the home?
Please select as many as apply: ^
y □ Substance Abuse Mental Health pD DomesticViolence □ Low I.Q.
□ Teen Parents Parenting Issues ^□DisdfAnaiy Issues ^Deiinquait Dehavior
3 ODIrfyhousefdirfy child Issues /'□SkigleCaretater in Homs'
tj □ Boyfr1endA3irtfi1end/FtequenlVisitor // □ Inoom^overtyfSub-Standard Housing
^ D Medicany Fiagite/Disabledjaiild{tien) □ Ctfrer, please specify
9) Whatwas the length of stay In Diversion status? Montte
10) How ftxperlenoed was the easeworicerwho handled the Diversion case?
• Educational attalfuneat
□ HighSchooVGRE DBA/BS DMSW D Other, please specify
• Years ofgeneralworkexpeikttce (not ChlMWelfare/DevelopnKnt related)
• Years ofChHdWelfyre/ChlldDoYelopmeatworkexperience
11) Howwould you rate the <|uaiity of the Diversion Intake process?
Please select themast appropriate response:
□ 'Textbook' □Prettygoed □ Notour bestwon;
(nothino missed) (one or two tHnas missed) (several probiems/lhings missed)
12} Who participated in the decisions to dose the Diversion case?
Pfease select asmany as apply:
/ □ Ongoing case worker J □ Supervisor ^ □ Office Administration
V n Child / □ Parents) /□ Grandparents) 7 □ Sibfings
I' G Other relatives Other Non^telallves fpQ Lawyer
II □ Other, please specify ^
tage2et3 CaseID< Date Completed
SUBSEQUENT CPS INVESTIGATION13)Whatwas the allegation In the SUBEQUENT CPS referral?
Please select asmanyas apply: / □ Neglect J. □ Sexual Abuse
y □ Ennolionat Abuse ‘/D Physical Abuse
^ □ OtherMaltreatmert (please spedly) .14)What was the referral source? Please select as many as apply:
/ d Custodial ParenVGuardian j'dNon-Custodial Parent /^d Relative
ji □ Other NocvMandated Person ^□ Religious LeaderfSIaff /?'□ Lawyer
Physician. Dentist, Nurse, etc. /«□ Day Care Center /-fOVIctim
f d AHeged Maibeater ,/ d Neighbot/Friend
X d TANP (SancGm Related) ^ □ School Personnel
t □ Professional Counselors/SocialWoticers




If □ Law Enforcemenl/Couit15)Was the Mbsequent CPS Investigation opened within 10 days of the Diversion case
closing?
dYES dNO16)If you answered NO to question 15 (above), howwould you rate the quaffty of the
subsequentCPS intake process?
Please select themost appropriate response:
a'Textbook* D Pretty good □ Not our bestwork
(nothing missed) (one or two things missed) (several prpbioms/things missed)
ADDITIONAL NOTES:
PaseSofS Case ID DateCompleted
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